
SCURION® - Assembling Guide 
 

 

The Assembling set contains: 
 2 longer screws for the attachment of the 

battery case, 
 3 shorter screws for the fixation of the lamp 

holder on the helmet, 
 2 plastic fixations with corresponding screws for 

the fixation of the lamp cable. 
 
 
We recommend leading the lamp cable on the 
inner side of the helmet. Alternatively of course 
you can use the two provided plastic fixations in 
order to fasten the cable outside to the edge of 
helmet. 
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The Scurion® is probably delivered fully assembled 
– i.e. head and battery casing are connected. 
 
So that the cable can be led trough the helmet, it 
must be detached first from the battery case in 
this case. To do that simply unscrew the outer 
screw connection (arrow) The cable can 
subsequently be pulled out. 
 
(ATTENTION important to waterproof!) When 
assembling again check that this feed 
through sits well (screw it feeling, not with 
force). 

 
 

The plug at the cable can further be dismantled, 
but (ATTENTION!) you must previously mark the 
polarity of the plug. 
 
Now the two small metal tongues can (e.g. with 
tweezers) be pressed down carefully (!) and not 
too deeply - and the veins are set free one after 
the other. 
 

 
 

Now the cable can be pulled through easily by a 
hole in the helmet. With some helmet models you 
do not even have to drill separate holes (see 
example). 
 
 

 

This picture to give you an idea how the cable can 
be placed without that excess cable makes an 
exposed loop that is vulnerable to break.  
 
The latest battery casings have the feed trough at 
the side and enough space inside so that excess 
cable can be also placed inside the battery casing! 
 
We are glad to help you if you face 
any problem  contact us on our 
forum or by email! 
 
www.scurion.ch 
 

 


